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Stina Nyberg
Thunderstruck
Thunderstruck walks in the footsteps of the genius and madman
Nikola Tesla. In the end of the 19th century, the Serbian-American
inventor brought us several of our century’s most important
innovations in electricity and communication. He also invented
the Tesla coil, an electrical resonant transformer circuit used to
produce high-voltage, low-current, high frequency alternatingcurrent electricity. Basically, a device that produces lightning
bolts and now can be used for entertainment in live electricity
shows.
Thunderstruck departs from the 19th century phenomena of
touring electricity shows. At a time when electricity was still a
scientific novelty it was displayed in public performances as acts
of magic. Today, a contemporary heir to the electricity magic
show is the Tesla coil performance, making use of the
spectacular sound and light effects the coil produces, but often
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performed in hyper-masculinized, technique-masturbatory and
rock’n’roll-fetishistic shows.
In Thunderstruck, Stina Nyberg returns to a time when the artist
and scientist believed in transforming the forces of nature into
the forces that propel society, harnessing natural energy for
crafting nearly magical devices.
Creating an alternative to the existing macho-spectacular Tesla
coil shows, Thunderstruck pairs effective technical innovations
with a long-term research on science and magic.
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DOCH in 2012. Her practice is related to the
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possibility to through conviction and illusion create
new systems of logic in order to construct the world
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differently, and to act accordingly. Her departure
point is always a feminist approach to the body; its
social and political construction and ability to move.
Often working in collaboration with others – moving
in between independent productions, collectives,
state institutions, art and the music scene – she
creates a method specific to every situation,
including how we work into what we work with.
Stina has presented several independent works on
the relation between sound and movement, as well
as investigations of the polical history of the body.
She choreographed the Shaking the habitual show
with the Swedish band The Knife and performed on
tour in Europe and US between 2012-14. In 2015 she
choreographed a new work for the Cullberg Ballet. In
2016, she choreographed the performance Shapes of
States which investigates the relationship between
the healthy body and the healthy state, with a
starting point in Meyerhold’s biomechanics. Nyberg
have for several years collaborated with the
choreographers Amanda Apetrea, Nadja Hjorton,
Halla Ólafsdóttir and Zoë Poluch under the name
Samlingen – investigating dance history from a
feminist perspective.
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